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Reflections from the Mat 

 Susan Judd 

It is a week and a half before Christmas in 2015 and my husband and I sit shoulder to shoulder with other parents and 

well-wishers, all eagerly watching our loved ones test for their black belt in tae kwon do.  We watch as the students 

gather nervously around the mat. Some are practicing their forms while others are chatting. Then there is our son, who 

puts down his gear bag and gazes dubiously around.  

Our son Corey has classic autism. He relies on routine, so stretches of unstructured time are difficult for him. One of his 

class leaders sees his bewildered expression and she invites him to join her group. I flash her a grateful smile. 

The gong sounds and it is time for the testing to begin. The students line up and bow in. Then it’s show time. 

This is the day that our son has worked so hard for. Like everything in his young life, it didn’t come easy. It took eight 

long years of classes, practices and exercise for him to attain this goal, an achievement that most students can earn in 

two to three years or even less. There were moments of triumph, such as watching him break a board and seeing the 

proud smile on his face. There were moments of tears — his and mine — as he struggled to keep up and make sense of 

what was happening. 

I watch as the sea of white-uniform clad students individually and collectively kick and punch their way through the 

forms and are called out by twos for sparring. Corey’s partner is Jeff, a wonderfully supportive friend and a good sport. 

The crowd begins to clap, stomp and cheer, yelling, “Go Corey!”  

He is clearly a fan favorite and I can feel my tears begin to well up. We started tae kwon do to help Corey with 

sequencing, following directions and of course, to have fun. Who knew that we would make dear friends? Who knew 

that complete strangers would cheer for him on a winter’s night?  

My husband and I have often reflected that we can’t decide what tugs on our heartstrings more: People who are kind to 

Corey or people who are cruel. Tonight, we celebrate the best of humanity. When Corey is uncertain where to stand, 

another student gently redirects him. Another student invites him to sit with her while he waits his turn to demonstrate 

his form.  They show me that a black belt attitude is more than who kicks the highest or punches the hardest.  

On this night in December, I reflect on far Corey has come and try not to think, for one minute, how far he has to go. I 

remember his initial diagnosis and the hours I spent reading, researching and talking to parents and professionals, as we 

all had our own vision of “normalcy” and how to best achieve it. While I don’t regret those years spent gathering 

information, I’ve learned from my son that the best “vision” is acceptance. This sweet child of mine who struggles 



mightily yet perseveres has been my greatest teacher. His life is a testament to resilience and hard work.  I thought that 

my heart was broken when I learned that my boy had a lifelong disability, but on nights like this one, it is so full.  

The students wait for their names to be called, and one by one, they graciously accept their black belts. I hold my breath. 

Corey’s name is the last to be called and he runs to the front of the room like he was shot out of a canon. The applause 

is thunderous, our happiness immeasurable.  

Afterwards, we join in the banter of the other parents and students. They are generous with their congratulations, and 

once again, I try to hide my tears. 

“I’m so proud of Corey,” one mother tells me.  I try to make light of an emotional moment.  I mumble something stupid 

like, “Not bad for someone who spent the first three years of his life screaming.”  I look up and there are tears in her 

eyes, too.  

Starting Your Holiday Shopping? 
You can make a difference while you shop Amazon. Simply shop at smile.amazon.com/ch/20-0845561 and AmazonSmile 
donates to Autism Support of West Shore Inc 
 

Winter Sensory Friendly Performances at Wharton Center 
Looking for a fun stocking stuffer?  Look no further than these free tickets to one of three sensory friendly performance at 

MSU’s Wharton Center. Tickets are limited so get yours soon www.asws.org  Parking ramp fee ($10) is not included.   

At Sensory-Friendly Performances, accommodations will include:  

• Lower sound and light levels; all strobe light effects removed.  

• House lights on at a low level throughout the performance.  

• Audience members are welcome to stand, move around, and enter and leave the theatre as needed.  

• An Activities Area with crafts and activities for engagement.  

• Designated quiet and calm spaces.  

• Autism specialists and trained volunteers on hand.  

• Sensory supports available (fidgets, earplugs).  

• A Social Narrative that portrays the theatre-going experience with pictures and text.  

• A Character Guide with pictures identifying each character in the show.  

• Audience members are welcome to bring their own manipulatives, seat cushions, comfort objects, 
headphones, electronics, special snacks, and other support items to the show.  

February 22, 2020 2:00pm 

Parsons Dance 
The exuberant personality and joyous movement of Parsons Dance fuses the movement of modern dance with the 

discipline and precision of a classic ballet company. Known for engaging and uplifting works of incredible artistry, 

Parsons Dance was formed by dance legend David Parsons, whom The New York Times called "one of the great 

movers of modern dance." This athletic ensemble creates a spirited evening of dance for all ages.  

"Parsons and his company are one of the hottest tickets in contemporary dance. They are all terrific performers, 

energized. Parsons provides choreography that's consistently intelligent, witty, well-crafted, and humane." -The 

Toronto Star 

 

https://smile.amazon.com/gp/f.html?C=ASWUW2XFESZR&K=1G9UFMCBX9CLH&M=urn:rtn:msg:20190708140638355dd80591ed4b09bd329a32d050p0na&R=17CDTTA6KJ40C&T=C&U=http%3A%2F%2Fsmile.amazon.com%2Fch%2F20-0845561&H=NH3QHRMP1EBU3QZLXP1EKLPKT4QA
http://www.asws.org/


March 15, 2020  1:30 

Dog Man the Musical 

A hilarious new musical based on The New York Times #1 bestselling series from Dav Pilkey featuring the crime-biting 

canine who is part dog, part man and ALL HERO! He's ready to take on Petey the Cat, the felonious feline who's 

always hacking up harebrained schemes. Songs for the show by Kevin Del Aguila, a New York Outer Critics Circle 

Award nominee for Altar Boyz, and Brad Alexander, an Emmy winner for Peg + Cat  

Recommended for ages 6-11. 

April 26, 2020  1:30 

Miss Nelson Has a Field Day 

This fun-filled musical, featuring the Dallas Children's Theatre, takes us to Horace B. Smedley School where the 

Smedley Tornadoes have never won a football game. In fact, they have never even scored a single point! With such a 

poor record and a team that is out of control, kind-hearted Miss Nelson comes to the rescue when she enlists the help 

of her alter ego, the ill-tempered Miss Viola Swamp, to coach the team and whip them into shape.  

Recommended for ages 5-11. 
 

Save the Date  

ASWS Holiday Party at RebounderZ 

December 1, 2019 

6:30 – 8:30 pm 

7500 Cottonwood Dr, Jenison 

ASWS is going to kick off the holiday with our annual holiday party at RebounderZ of Jenison this year.  This is a 

private party for our families with children on the autism spectrum.  Come out for fun and family time at RebounderZ.  

Register for this free event at www.awsw.org  

 

Giving Tuesday on Facebook 

December 3, 2020  

To help raise awareness of the causes that people care about and further amplify that generosity, Facebook 

will match up to $7 million in donations made on Facebook to US nonprofits.  Check out our Facebook page!  

https://www.facebook.com/groups/38637918874/  

 

 

 
Cinema Carousel - Lights up. Sound down. Enjoy the BIG SCREEN experience in an accepting environment.  
Showtimes start at 10:30 AM  
Lights will dim, but remain on Volume will be lowered. Movies begin at show time with limited previews Shown in 2D 
with open captioning Cheering, calling out, or even strolling around the theatre is welcome!  

http://www.awsw.org/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/38637918874/


In partnership with Family Hope Foundation, Sensory Showtimes make movies extra welcoming to guests with special 
needs, including autism. So, come relax, be yourself, and enjoy a movie at Celebration Cinema.  
 
Upcoming Movies 
December 21: JUMANJI 2  
Celebration Cinema Grand Rapids North, Celebration Cinema Grand Rapids South, Cinema Carousel Muskegon  
https://celebrationcinema.com/events/sensory-showtimes/ 

 

Michigan Council for Exceptional Children 

March 4 – 6, 2020 

80th Annual Michigan CEC Conference 

Amway Grand Plaza | Grand Rapids, Michigan 

Register by February 12, 2020 for discounted rates 

https://www.cvent.com/events/80th-annual-michigan-council-for-exceptional-children-conference/registration-

78c3ca29c9a443c78d00496edd24eb3c.aspx?fqp=true 

START Annual Conference 
April 27, 2020 

8:30 – 3:30 

Kellogg Hotel & Conference Center 

219 S Harrison Rd 

East Lansing 

Registration opens December 2, 2019 

https://www.gvsu.edu/autismcenter/start-conference-167.htm  

 

Take a Chance It’s Worth Trying 
Leenette Wells 

My daughter gets nervous on competition days.  I’d say most skaters do.  Most of the time she shuts down, and 

becomes quiet.  Some days, the only outward sign is the flapping she does when she’s really excited. 

To look at my daughter, you wouldn’t know there was something “special” about her.  Her needs aren’t all that 

“special”.  She needs someone to support her, to teach her, to show her, to be there whether she falls or if she 

completes a successful program. 

Now, to be that person, do you require “special training”, outside of your skill in the subject you are teaching? 

Of course not. 

My daughter has figure skated for seven years.  She has progressed slower than her peers who have skated for the same 

amount of time, but that doesn’t necessarily mean she’s different than other children.  All children progress at their own 

rate.  I knew going in we weren’t Olympic material, and that’s OK. 

My goal was to give her “something”.  I don’t know if I’d classify it has a hobby or what, but I think that if a child has a 

talent or interest, they should pursue it. As a parent, I feel it’s my job to introduce different things to my children and 

see what makes them want to fly.  I had that belief long before I had children; their challenges didn’t change that belief. 

Skating is what stuck for her, followed closely by dance.  She also plays viola in school orchestra. 

My son is musical, but I’ve not found his niche yet.  He’s taken soccer (where he had less meltdowns than his 

neurotypical peers) and gymnastics (where he just wanted to run his father ragged around the complex).  My youngest 

daughter is just dipping her toe into activities – we’ve tried to learn to skate, since she’s shown interest in what her 

sister does. She’s also tried cheerleading and dance. 

https://celebrationcinema.com/events/sensory-showtimes/
https://www.cvent.com/events/80th-annual-michigan-council-for-exceptional-children-conference/registration-78c3ca29c9a443c78d00496edd24eb3c.aspx?fqp=true
https://www.cvent.com/events/80th-annual-michigan-council-for-exceptional-children-conference/registration-78c3ca29c9a443c78d00496edd24eb3c.aspx?fqp=true
https://www.gvsu.edu/autismcenter/start-conference-167.htm


All of my children have delays.  None of them are incapable of doing what they set their mind to – it just may take a little 

longer. 

Maybe I’ve just been fortunate to find, for the most part, people willing to take that extra time with them.  None of the 

various coaches or teachers we’ve had, though, were “specially trained” in dealing with children with Special Needs. 

Her last skating coach had believed in her from the beginning.  He taught her as he would have any other student at her 

skill level and has the same expectations of her.  When she struggled, we discussed it as any other parent and coach 

would.  If it was a cognitive issue, we brainstormed on how to make the concept easier for her to understand.  It can be 

done. 

So I got a bit irate when I read articles where a 3-year-old child with Autism was not allowed to take a class at a 

gymnastics studio because the instructors are not “specially trained”.  The girl was THREE!  Unless you have a prodigy on 

your hands, I doubt that most three year olds are going be Mary Lou Retton right out of the gate. 

I recently read where a 6-year-old dancer with Down syndrome who couldn’t “keep up” in class after exactly ONE lesson.  

She didn’t adhere to their “standards”.  Really? 

We had one experience like this, with a dance class my oldest daughter attended.  We had taken the same class, 

different age group, the year before without a problem, so I thought this year would be the same.  I was wrong.  There 

was a new coach, who politely informed me three days prior to their first competition that my daughter “couldn’t keep 

up” with the class and wasn’t allowed to participate.  No specifics were given, nothing for us to work on, just she 

couldn’t compete.   

 

In our case, my daughter was disappointed, but happy just to participate in the practices.  My Mom instinct was to pull 

her out of class, but I deferred to her wishes. 

This was a child that could learn a skating routine in two weeks’ time, so I knew she was capable.  What we needed was 

support from the coach as to what she could work on, what moves she was having issues with, etc. That doesn’t require 

any “special training”.  It’s called being supportive.  It’s a skill anyone is capable of.  Coaches should inspire their 

students to soar, not clip their wings and then tell them they can’t fly as if it’s their fault. 

I’m not saying that every child is capable of doing what their heart desires.  We all have our limitations, no matter who 

you are.  I’m saying all of our children deserve a chance.  Don’t dismiss them on their Special Needs alone.  You may be 

surprised on how high they can fly if you just give them the opportunity to stretch their wings. 

 

How to Talk to Children About Tough Topics 
Dr. Anthony Richtsmeijer  

“What happens when people die?”  “How do mommies and daddies make babies?”  “Why does grandma have to be sick 

so much?”    

When children ask tough questions about important life topics such as death, divorce or illness parents often don’t know 

exactly how to respond.  Parents may be unsure what to say and give a vague or inappropriate reply, or they may feel 

compelled to give a quick, concrete answer that might fail to address the child’s true concern.   

When children ask tough questions, they don’t always necessarily want a concrete answer.   There is often much more 

to a question than appears on the surface.  How can parents do a better job of answering a child’s tough questions?  The 

best response may be to spend a little time getting at what the child really wants to know, and to refrain from giving a 

quick response that might not be the most important content that the child really needs to hear.  

 Some parents have a particularly tough time answering uncomfortable questions or dealing with unpleasant feelings.  

Many of us feel that things in life should go well.  When they don’t, some of us struggle with how to handle it.  A lot of 

http://fox4kc.com/2016/03/22/metro-mom-says-gymnastics-studio-unfairly-denied-her-daughter-with-autism/
http://www.ctvnews.ca/canada/6-year-old-with-down-syndrome-dances-on-despite-studio-rejection-1.2850643
http://www.people.com/article/down-syndrome-girl-dances-viral-video


people have a tendency to avoid dealing with or expressing uncomfortable feelings.  Thus, when a child suffers a 

disappointment, such as a lost toy, a parent with this tendency may want to smooth things over, or minimize its 

importance, rather than helping the child deal with the unfortunate reality and his/ger feelings about it. 

If parents consistently avoid helping children with unpleasant feelings, those parents may be preventing the youngsters 

from learning how to effectively deal with the inevitable and major concerns and disappointments the children will face 

later on. 

How children learn to handle tough information and tough situations depends a lot on how adults around them handle 

it.  Parental reluctance to deal with a child’s tough feeling or questions may have a lot to do with the parent’s own 

feeling about the topic.  A child can ask questions that arouse pain and sorrow or embarrassment in an adult.  If parents 

to whom the child looks for guidance appear emotional or uncomfortable with certain subject matter, think how the 

child will respond to that.  Remember, a child doesn’t have the same resources to adjust to difficult situations that adults 

have.  If parents can’t help with difficult feelings, the child is likely to have more trouble acknowledging and adaptively 

dealing with tough issues than if the parent provides careful, supportive assistance. 

General Principles to Help Parent Deal More Effectively with Their Children’s Tough Questions 

1.  Actively invite questions.  Answering questions well allows children to learn important information related to 
the content at hand from their parents.  Children can then pursue their inquisitive nature and not fear 
expressing how they feel, even when times get very tough.  Children have the right to ask questions and to 
receive an answer.  Answering children’s questions acknowledges the importance of their feelings.  Kids can 
have intense feelings and often need help to understand what it is they feel.    Feelings are inevitable so you may 
as well invite and acknowledge them.  If we deny obvious uncomfortable facts or feelings, such as sickness in the 
family, it may only impair the child’s ability to identify and adaptively deal with difficult feelings that they will 
experience in the future. 

2. Resist the urge to give an immediate answer when you think the child might be needing to learn something 
beyond what’s concretely being asked.  Acknowledge the question, then work on refining what is behind the 
question.  The parent’s main impulse is often to try and answer a question immediately, concretely and 
perfectly, often missing an opportunity to deal with the important meaning of the question. 

3. Make sure you address the real concern.  Children’s real questions and concerns are often disguised.  General 
questions about death and divorce often represent more than curiosity.  The child may be seeking personal 
information or reassurance to aspects of his/her own life. 

4. Find out the child’s fantasy.  When a child asks an uncomfortable question, he or she often already has some 
idea or fantasy about the answer.  To find out what that child is thinking, it can sometimes be helpful to ask 
what the child thinks the answer might be: “Sounds like you have been thinking about this a lot.  What do you 
think might be the answer?....What brought you to ask about that?...Is there something that worries you related 
to the question?...etc.”.  The answer and subsequent discussion often helps get to the heart of the “real” 
question or concern.  It is sometimes more important to support feelings or correct misconceptions than to give 
complex explanations. 

5. Be aware of and share your own feelings about a tough question or situation.   Adult embarrassment or 
psychological pain can make it tough to communicate with children.  Parents can acknowledge that certain 
subject matter is distressful.  If the content arouses difficult feelings for a parent, such as sadness, reasonably 
share it with the child so he or she can learn from you.  Be honest with the child but maintain enough 
composure to attend to the youngster’s needs.   

6. Identify the child’s feelings.  Help the child see how the circumstances surrounding the question or concern 
make him or her feel.  If the answer results in a difficult feeling, help the child to express it.  The child may know 
the concrete answer but wants permission to discuss the situation or his/her own feelings. 

7. Admit that some questions and situations are just tough.   Sometimes there is no easy or concrete answer to a 
question or concern.  The parent can find out the child’s fantasy, share parental beliefs about the answer, 
empathize with the difficulty of uncertainty, reassure as appropriate, empathize supportively with the child’s 
feelings, and/or discuss what can be done to work with the situation. 

8. Answer only the information they need to know.  Avoid unnecessarily long explanations.  Too much information 
can be counter-productive.  A young child’s question “Where do babies come from?” does not require graphic 



detail.  If the child wants only a spoonful, don’t force him/her to eat the entire bowl.  It is important, however, 
to correct gross misconceptions and offer the child an adequate response.   

9. Be aware of the child’s developmental stage.  Small children are more likely to misconstrue information.  Keep in 
mind the child’s developmental needs and capacity for understanding a situation and an answer. 

10. Be honest.    Kids can generally handle the truth.  Even little people seem to deal better with reality than fearful 
uncertainty.  However, the extent of disclosure should be tempered by the circumstances and the child’s level of 
development.  Parents need to judge how much the child needs to know to be helpful.  Younger kids have a 
tendency to have their own understanding behind the reason for anything that occurs; they just have much of it 
wrong.  Thus, if they don’t receive information, they will be likely to make it up. Possibly with worse thoughts 
than the reality. 

11. Take serious questions seriously.   Even if you feel awkward dealing with tough questions or concerns, don’t 
underestimate the value of being supportive, respectful, honest, and doing the best you can as a loving parent. 

12. Consider assistance.   When you’re not sure about how to respond, and the need to respond doesn’t seem 
immediate, sometimes it’s OK to let your child know you want to give an answer, but you just need a little time.  
Don’t be shy about asking for help and advice.  Your child’s pediatrician or teacher can be great resources. 

 

Resources  
Autism and Dental Care https://www.emergencydentistsusa.com/autism-and-dental-care/ 

Autism Internet Modules  https://autisminternetmodules.org/ 

This free website, AIM, is designed to provide high-quality information and professional development for anyone who 

supports, instructs, works with, or lives with someone with autism. 

Five Easy Steps to Host a Very Effective Family Meeting 

https://www.parentwisewithmonicairvine.com/5-easy-steps-to-host-a-very-effective-family-meeting/  

Michigan Family to Family 2019 Fall Newsletter 

file:///C:/Users/elenb/Desktop/documents/ASWS/articles/Michigan-Family-Connections-Newsletter-Fall-2019.pdf  

 

'Just Ask!' Says Supreme Court Justice Sonia Sotomayor. She Knows What It's Like to Feel Different 
https://www.npr.org/sections/health-shots/2019/09/01/755845325/just-ask-says-sonia-sotomayor-she-knows-what-

its-like-to-feel-different  

 

Person-Centered: What does this really mean? 

Kaarin Anderson Ryan, PhD, BCBA   

https://positivebehaviordoctors.org/2019/10/30/person-centered-what-does-this-really-mean/ 

Let’s think about what we envision when it comes to planning out our lives. How do we make big decisions?  What 
supports have we had to help us get to where we want to be, or what supports could we have used that we didn’t 
have?  For people who don’t have unique needs, finding the right path can be a challenge.  But for people who do have 
some extra needs, finding the right path can be daunting. 

Imagine if, during the early phases of your adult life, you had a bunch of people who cared about you sit down for coffee 
and cake to just talk about you and how they could help you accomplish your goals and dreams for the future.  That is 
what Person-Centered Planning (PCP) is all about.  For people who have different sets of needs and require more 
support, the goal of PCP is to gather others who care into a group to discuss what the goals are and who will be able to 
help.  Ideally, this gathering occurs in a comfortable place with people who are friends, family, community members, 
and paid staff to help put together ideas and visions with an individual who has unique needs.  This is done by creating 
visual maps to guide the planning process. 
There was a time not long ago when students with special needs were placed on a path by professionals who deemed 
what would be best for those students.  For many this may have included sheltered workshops, large residential 

https://www.emergencydentistsusa.com/autism-and-dental-care/
https://autisminternetmodules.org/
https://www.parentwisewithmonicairvine.com/5-easy-steps-to-host-a-very-effective-family-meeting/
file:///C:/Users/elenb/Desktop/documents/ASWS/articles/Michigan-Family-Connections-Newsletter-Fall-2019.pdf
https://www.npr.org/sections/health-shots/2019/09/01/755845325/just-ask-says-sonia-sotomayor-she-knows-what-its-like-to-feel-different
https://www.npr.org/sections/health-shots/2019/09/01/755845325/just-ask-says-sonia-sotomayor-she-knows-what-its-like-to-feel-different
https://positivebehaviordoctors.org/2019/10/30/person-centered-what-does-this-really-mean/
https://inclusion.com/path-maps-and-person-centered-planning/


facilities, and limited opportunity for true social inclusion.  With the movement toward person-centered rather than 
system-centered planning, we have seen tremendous growth in our communities for providing opportunities and 
acceptance for those with different abilities. 

If you are seeking PCP for yourself or someone in your life, make sure you are fully engaged in the process.  To make 
sure the process is working to provide optimal outcomes, consider these 5 Essential Outcomes for Person-Centered 
Planning (from Kincaid 1996): 

1.  Community Membership:  To be a member of the community through involvement in various organized activities, 
especially those that occur on a regular basis. 

2. Relationships:  That relationships with others occur not only in settings with paid staff members but also in the 
community, with friends, with family, and with other acquaintances. 

3. Choice:  That the individual is at the core of the decision-making process when it comes to his or her life, including 
friendships, activities, jobs and other community involvement. 

4. Respected roles:  To be able to have roles and responsibilities that will be respected by others. 
5. Skills:  To provide opportunities to learn and foster skills that are needed for a high quality of life. 

 
While many of these outcomes may seem self-evident, for many people who need support there is a process to helping 
them find and follow this path.  Even with the major advances in our society for people with different needs, there are 
still thousands of young adults who don’t have direction or support to go after they life they want. 

How can you help someone you care about come up with a plan for life that is person centered? 

For people who are still in school, most schools do some form of this as part of transition planning, but they may not 
always include actual visual maps as part of the process.  If you want to use a broader, more visual process, you may 
need to look locally to find an outside facilitator. 

First, check out local supports that may be available to give you services or provide guidance. Each community has 
different resources, and the resources available will depend on the needs of the person seeking help.  For example, for 
people who have autism, there are numerous support groups across the country, some that are independent and some 
that are part of a bigger national organization, such as the Autism Society of America.  There are also organizations to 
support other disabilities. The National Down Syndrome Society has independent, local support chapters throughout the 
country.  The ARC is another national organization with chapters in hundreds of communities.  These resources can help 
you and your family find out more about what’s available in your own community for building support.  For additional 
resources and support, try the National Parent Center on Transition and Employment. 
Also, connect with other local families who have been through this process and have found some support and 
success.  Sometimes it can be difficult to navigate the educational and service worlds.  Other families may have valuable 
insights and experiences to share with you.  You may find it easier to connect with other families by engaging with the 
organizations noted above, or you may meet them through schools or extracurricular activities. 
 
No matter how you approach the person-centered design the outcome of finding the right path will be worth the effort 
you put into the process. 

Pixar Will Release New Short Film 'Loop' Featuring Nonverbal Autistic Character 

After the release of the Pixar short film “Float,” Disney+ has another autism-themed short on the way, “Loop,” 

slated for release Jan. 10, 2020. 

https://www.autism-society.org/
https://www.ndss.org/
http://www.ndss.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/PDF-affiliates-for-website.pdf
https://thearc.org/
https://www.pacer.org/transition/learning-center/independent-community-living/person-centered.asp


In celebration of the launch of Disney’s new streaming service, Disney+, Pixar created a series of six new short 

films called SparkShorts. One of these, which has yet to be released, is titled “Loop.” According to Pixar, the 

film follows “a non-verbal, autistic girl and a chatty boy [who] are partnered on a canoeing trip. To complete 

their journey across an urban lake, they must both learn how the other experiences the world.”   

https://themighty.com/2019/11/pixar-short-film-loop-nonverbal-

autism/?utm_source=Autism_Page&utm_medium=Facebook&fbclid=IwAR30vFLOWssC75oNlQa6B8A-

BJJ7bhRJvMA6BoIV19PVyxr5p0_oad9Fo8E  

 

Ever feel like the holidays are just too much work and the true blessings of the holidays are forgotten in the hustle and 

bustle?  Take a minute to watch this video and remember how much we already have to be grateful for 

https://www.charlottestories.com/local-charlotte-church-released-christmas-video-thats-going-viral-4-million-

views/?fbclid=IwAR1kKnm8YDzo21svMr_vikFmfmklWu3YPaKlTgAfZ4zraymSh2SdOY0_Mgw  

 

Message from the Board, 

Happy Holidays to all of our families and friends of ASWS!  With the holiday season getting underway, we here at ASWS 

want to remind you of our upcoming Holiday Party.  The party is December 1st, start time is 6:30pm.  This year we 

decided to change it up a bit.  Please join family and friends at Rebounderz of Jenison.  Plenty of things for everyone to 

enjoy; dodgeball, 6-lane foam pit, ninja warrior course, just to name a few.  The concession area will also be open for 

food purchase.  Please sign up under events on our homepage,  www.asws.org  
 

Rebounderz  

7500 Cottonwood Dr. 

Jenison, MI 49428 

 

We also wanted everyone to keep in mind how overwhelming the holiday season can be for our loved ones with 

autism.  That being said knowing your loved one on the spectrum and their limitations is vital.  Some things need to have 

more preparation than others.  Extra things to remember are preparing your loved one for upcoming events to try to 

reduce any anxiety, try using a calendar to prepare for upcoming events and talk to them about it.  Try to be prepared at 

certain gatherings if you need to have selective food for dietary needs.  Keeping extra’s in the car if you are traveling, 

whether it’s food, books, electronics (fully charged of course ) special toys or a favorite stuffed animal can help to 

alleviate unnecessary stress.  It’s hard to anticipated everything, but we can try!  Also, as always family and friends play a 

vital role in being educated on your loved ones anxieties and behaviors that can become elevated during these 

times.  Just giving them some ideas and ways, they can help can go a long way. 

 

Wishing you the Happiest, Warmest Holiday season from your friends at Autism Support of Westshore. 
 

Success is the sum of small efforts repeated day in and day out.       Robert Collier 
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